SEAX

SEAX
Armchair

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Weight 7 kg /15 lbs | Volume 0,26 m³/10 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 1,26 m/1.00 yd (plain fabric only)
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69

86

Measurements

57

53

cm
inch

Collection: SEAX stands for elegance and modernity. Distinguished by its meticulous attention to detail, wealth of innovative design solutions and alluring mix of materials, this award-winning collection could only be the work of French designer Jean-Marie
Massaud. SEAX comprises folding armchairs, lounge chairs and footstools, as well as an array of dining and coffee tables.
Armchair: Painstakingly engineered and crafted for easy folding, this SEAX armchair features water-resistant yachting textile
and armrests finished with steam - bent plywood.
Frame: Powder-coated die -cast aluminum
Finishing: Armrests feature a steam-bent plywood finish. Seat and back consist of textile in a mix of PVC, acrylic and polyester.
Characteristics: Streamlined, sophisticated, elegant, effortless, modern, minimalist
Frame maintenance: Clean frame, seat and backrest with a soft cloth and warm water. Clean steam-bent plywood armrest
covers with a damp cloth and do not apply cleaning detergents of any kind. To maintain their beautiful wood finish, the SEAX
armchairs with steam-bent plywood ar mrests should be protected from moisture and kept indoors when not in use.
Cushion maintenance: Cushion covers may be removed and washed.

Frame + sling

Additional Items

Cushion

Armrest

Special features
XXX301

XXX311

see next
page
Cover

56700001000

All items are foldable.
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with steam-

with powder

bent teak-finished

coated die-cast

plywood

aluminum

Armrests of textile chairs available with or
without steam - bent plywood finish

Item code: 95700001
Please see fabric options fact sheet

SEAX
Lounge chair

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Weight 8 kg /18 lbs | Volume 0,32 m³/12 cu ft

42

64

80,5

Measurements

70,5

56
22

cm
inch

Collection: SEAX stands for elegance and modernity. Distinguished by its meticulous attention to detail, wealth of innovative design solutions and alluring mix of materials, this award-winning collection could only be the work of French designer Jean-Marie
Massaud. SEAX comprises folding armchairs, lounge chairs and footstools, as well as an array of dining and coffee tables.
Lounge chair: Painstakingly engineered for easy folding, this generously - proportioned lounge chair features water- resistant
yachting textile and armrests finished with steam - bent plywood.
Frame: Powder-coated die -cast aluminum
Finishing: Armrests feature a steam-bent plywood finish. Seat and back consist of textile in a mix of PVC, acrylic and polyester.
Characteristics: Streamlined, sophisticated, elegant, effortless, modern, minimalist
Frame maintenance: Clean frame, seat and backrest with a soft cloth and warm water. Clean steam-bent plywood armrest
covers with a damp cloth and do not apply cleaning detergents of any kind. To maintain their beautiful wood finish, the SEAX
lounge chairs with steam-bent plywood armrests should be protected from moisture and kept indoors when not in use.
Cushion maintenance: Cushion covers may be removed and washed.

Frame + sling

Additional Items

Cushion

Armrest

Special features
XXX301

XXX311

see next
page
Cover

56700005000

All items are foldable.
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with steam-

with powder

bent teak-finished

coated die-cast

plywood

aluminum

Armrests of textile chairs available with or
without steam - bent plywood finish

Item code: 95700005
Please see fabric options fact sheet

SEAX
Footstool

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Weight 5 kg/11 lbs | Volume 0,15 m³/5 cu ft

42,5

Measurements

68

51
20

cm
inch

Collection: SEAX stands for elegance and modernity. Distinguished by its meticulous attention to detail, wealth of
innovative design solutions and alluring mix of materials, this award-winning collection could only be the work of French
designer Jean-Marie Massaud. SEAX comprises folding armchairs, lounge chairs and footstools, as well as an array of
dining and coffee tables.
Footstool: Like the SEAX armchair and lounge chair, this footstool has been painstakingly engineered for easy folding.
It features highest-quality, water-resistant yachting textile.
Frame: Powder-coated die -cast aluminum
Finishing: Seat consists of textile in a mix of PVC, acrylic and polyester.
Characteristics: Streamlined, sophisticated, elegant, effortless, modern, minimalist
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: Cushion covers may be removed and washed.

Frame + sling

Additional Items

Special features

Cushion

see next
page

Cover

56700031000
Item code: 95700031
All items are foldable.
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Please see fabric options fact sheet

SEAX

Color options for armchair, lounge chair and footstool
Design by Jean-Marie Massaud
Frames

Sling

+
329
black

627
sail shade

633
sail dove

625
sail taupe

726
sail elemental
dark

633
sail dove

625
sail taupe

725
sail elemental
light

+
317
black pepper

625
sail taupe

+
627
sail shade

000
white

727
sail petrol
light

+
133
nori

728
sail petrol
dark
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SEAX
Dining table

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Weight 40,5 kg /90 lbs | Volume 0,75 m³/26 cu ft
Measurements

Collection: Inspired by the sleek racing boats of the America´s Cup, SEAX stands for elegance and modernity. From
the streamlined sophistication of the folding chairs to the understated innovation of the dining tables, the collection
perfectly reflects designer Jean-Marie Massaud´s meticulous attention to detail and thoughtful approach to materials,
textures and colors.
Dining table: This dining table features a powder-coated aluminum base and an innovative mineral-composite tabletop
twice as strong as glass and resistant to frost, scuffs and UV-rays.
Frame: Base consists of powder-coated aluminum profiles with powder-coated, die -cast aluminum legs. Tabletop
consists of self-supporting mineral-composite slab.
Characteristics: Streamlined, sophisticated, elegant, effortless, modern, minimalist
Options: Also available with a premium teak table top
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth, warm water and, if needed, a gentle cleanser.

Tabletops

+
204
white

Frame Colors

+
000
white

203
ebony

Special Features

Cover

The furniture is fitted with
sliding mechanisms for height
adjustment.

+
329
black

203
ebony

317
black pepper

Set: 701076204

Set: 702076203
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Additional Items

Set: 707076203

SEAX

Teak dining table
Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Weight 30 kg/67 lbs | Volume 0,76 m³/27 cu ft

75

29½

Measurements

Collection: Inspired by the sleek racing boats of the America´s Cup, SEAX stands for elegance and modernity. From
the streamlined sophistication of the folding chairs to the understated innovation of the dining tables, the collection
perfectly reflects designer Jean-Marie Massaud´s meticulous attention to detail and thoughtful approach to materials,
textures and colors.
Teak dining table: This dining table features a powder- coated aluminum base and a tabletop of premium teak.
Frame: Base consists of powder-coated aluminum profiles with powder-coated, die -cast aluminum legs. Tabletop
consists of premium teak. Sealant between teak slats, same as that widely used on yacht decks, is designed to expand
and contract with teak’s natural movement.
Characteristics: Streamlined, sophisticated, elegant, effortless, modern, minimalist
Options: Also available with mineral - composite table top
Frame maintenance: Clean base with a soft cloth, warm water and, if needed, a gentle cleanser. Wash tabletop with
warm water in which natural soap flakes have been dissolved or using our Teak Cleaner. We recommend allowing your
teak furniture to weather naturally, simply cleaning it as required.
Tabletops

+
205
teak

Frame Colors

+
000
white

205
teak

Additional Items

+
329
black

205
teak

317
black pepper

Set: 701076205

Cover

56700076000

Set: 702076205
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Special Features

Set: 707076205

The furniture is fitted with
sliding mechanisms for height
adjustment.

SEAX
Dining table

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Weight 99 kg /219 lbs | Volume 2,1 m³/ 74 cu ft
Measurements

Collection: Inspired by the sleek racing boats of the America´s Cup, SEAX stands for elegance and modernity. From
the streamlined sophistication of the folding chairs to the understated innovation of the dining tables, the collection
perfectly reflects designer Jean-Marie Massaud´s meticulous attention to detail and thoughtful approach to materials,
textures and colors.
Dining table: This dining table features a powder-coated aluminum base and an innovative mineral-composite tabletop
twice as strong as glass and resistant to frost, scuffs and UV-rays.
Frame: Base consists of powder-coated aluminum profiles with powder-coated, die -cast aluminum legs. Tabletop
consists of self-supporting mineral-composite slab.
Characteristics: Streamlined, sophisticated, elegant, effortless, modern, minimalist
Options: Also available with a premium teak table top
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth, warm water and, if needed, a gentle cleanser.

Frame Colors

Tabletops

+
204
white

+
000
white

203
ebony

Additional Items

Special Features

Cover

The furniture is fitted with
sliding mechanisms for height
adjustment.

+
329
black

203
ebony

317
black pepper

Set: 701067204

56700067000

Set: 702067203
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Set: 707067203

SEAX

Teak dining table
Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Weight 63 kg /139 lbs | Volume 2,13 m³/ 75 cu ft

75

29½

Measurements

Collection: Inspired by the sleek racing boats of the America´s Cup, SEAX stands for elegance and modernity. From
the streamlined sophistication of the folding chairs to the understated innovation of the dining tables, the collection
perfectly reflects designer Jean-Marie Massaud´s meticulous attention to detail and thoughtful approach to materials,
textures and colors.
Teak dining table: This dining table features a powder-coated aluminum base and a tabletop of premium teak.
Frame: Base consists of powder-coated aluminum profiles with powder-coated, die -cast aluminum legs. Tabletop
consists of premium teak. Sealant between teak slats, same as that widely used on yacht decks, is designed to expand
and contract with teak’s natural movement.
Characteristics: Streamlined, sophisticated, elegant, effortless, modern, minimalist
Options: Also available with mineral-composite table top
Frame maintenance: Clean base with a soft cloth, warm water and, if needed, a gentle cleanser. Wash tabletop with
warm water in which natural soap flakes have been dissolved or using our Teak Cleaner. We recommend allowing your
teak furniture to weather naturally, simply cleaning it as required.
Frame Colors

Tabletops

+
205
teak

+
000
white

205
teak

Additional Items

Special Features

Cover

The furniture is fitted with
sliding mechanisms for height
adjustment.

+
329
black

205
teak

317
black pepper

Set: 701067205

56700067000

Set: 702067205
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Set: 707067205

SEAX
Dining table

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Weight 82 kg /181 lbs | Volume 1,65 m³/58 cu ft
Measurements

Collection: Inspired by the sleek racing boats of the America´s Cup, SEAX stands for elegance and modernity. From
the streamlined sophistication of the folding chairs to the understated innovation of the dining tables, the collection
perfectly reflects designer Jean-Marie Massaud´s meticulous attention to detail and thoughtful approach to materials,
textures and colors.
Dining table: This dining table features a powder-coated aluminum base and an innovative mineral-composite tabletop
twice as strong as glass and resistant to frost, scuffs and UV-rays.
Frame: Base consists of powder-coated aluminum profiles with powder-coated, die -cast aluminum legs. Tabletop
consists of self-supporting mineral-composite slab.
Characteristics: Streamlined, sophisticated, elegant, effortless, modern, minimalist
Options: Also available with a premium teak table top
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth, warm water and, if needed, a gentle cleanser.

Frame Colors

Tabletops

+
204
white

+
000
white

203
ebony

Additional Items

Special Features

Cover

The furniture is fitted with
sliding mechanisms for height
adjustment.

+
329
black

203
ebony

317
black pepper

Set: 701040204

56700040000

Set: 702040203
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Set: 707040203

SEAX

Teak dining table
Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Weight 52 kg /115 lbs | Volume 1,67 m³/59 cu ft

75

29½

Measurements

Collection: Inspired by the sleek racing boats of the America´s Cup, SEAX stands for elegance and modernity. From
the streamlined sophistication of the folding chairs to the understated innovation of the dining tables, the collection
perfectly reflects designer Jean-Marie Massaud´s meticulous attention to detail and thoughtful approach to materials,
textures and colors.
Teak dining table: This dining table features a powder-coated aluminum base and a tabletop of premium teak.
Frame: Base consists of powder-coated aluminum profiles with powder-coated, die -cast aluminum legs. Tabletop
consists of premium teak. Sealant between teak slats, same as that widely used on yacht decks, is designed to expand
and contract with teak’s natural movement.
Characteristics: Streamlined, sophisticated, elegant, effortless, modern, minimalist
Options: Also available with mineral-composite table top
Frame maintenance: Clean base with a soft cloth, warm water and, if needed, a gentle cleanser. Wash tabletop with
warm water in which natural soap flakes have been dissolved or using our Teak Cleaner. We recommend allowing your
teak furniture to weather naturally, simply cleaning it as required.
Frame Colors

Tabletops

+
205
teak

+
000
white

205
teak

Additional Items

+
329
black

205
teak

317
black pepper

Set: 701040205

Cover

56700040000

Set: 702040205
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Special Features

Set: 707040205

The furniture is fitted with
sliding mechanisms for height
adjustment.

SEAX
Dining table

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Weight 56,5 kg /125 lbs | Volume 1,47 m³/53 cu ft
Measurements

Collection: Inspired by the sleek racing boats of the America´s Cup, SEAX stands for elegance and modernity. From
the streamlined sophistication of the folding chairs to the understated innovation of the dining tables, the collection
perfectly reflects designer Jean-Marie Massaud´s meticulous attention to detail and thoughtful approach to materials,
textures and colors.
Dining table: This dining table features a powder-coated aluminum base and an innovative mineral-composite tabletop
twice as strong as glass and resistant to frost, scuffs and UV-rays.
Frame: Base consists of powder-coated aluminum profiles with powder-coated, die -cast aluminum legs. Tabletop
consists of self-supporting mineral-composite slab.
Characteristics: Streamlined, sophisticated, elegant, effortless, modern, minimalist
Options: Also available with a premium teak table top
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth, warm water and, if needed, a gentle cleanser.

Tabletops

+
204
white

Frame Colors

+
000
white

203
ebony

Additional Items

+
329
black

203
ebony

317
black pepper

Set: 701046204

Cover

56700046000

Set: 702046203
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Special Features

Set: 707046203

The furniture is fitted with
sliding mechanisms for height
adjustment.

SEAX

Teak dining table
Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Weight 39 kg /86 lbs | Volume 1,49 m³/53 cu ft

75

29½

Measurements

Collection: Inspired by the sleek racing boats of the America´s Cup, SEAX stands for elegance and modernity. From
the streamlined sophistication of the folding chairs to the understated innovation of the dining tables, the collection
perfectly reflects designer Jean-Marie Massaud´s meticulous attention to detail and thoughtful approach to materials,
textures and colors.
Teak dining table: This dining table features a powder-coated aluminum base and a tabletop of premium teak.
Frame: Base consists of powder-coated aluminum profiles with powder-coated, die -cast aluminum legs. Tabletop
consists of premium teak. Sealant between teak slats, same as that widely used on yacht decks, is designed to expand
and contract with teak’s natural movement.
Characteristics: Streamlined, sophisticated, elegant, effortless, modern, minimalist
Options: Also available with mineral-composite table top
Frame maintenance: Clean base with a soft cloth, warm water and, if needed, a gentle cleanser. Wash tabletop with
warm water in which natural soap flakes have been dissolved or using our Teak Cleaner. We recommend allowing your
teak furniture to weather naturally, simply cleaning it as required.
Tabletops

+
205
teak

Frame Colors

+
000
white

205
teak

Additional Items

Special Features

Cover

The furniture is fitted with
sliding mechanisms for height
adjustment.

+
329
black

205
teak

317
black pepper

Set: 701046205

56700046000

Set: 702046205
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Set: 707046205

SEAX

Coffee table ø110 cm
Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 70×036 | Weight 40 kg /89 lbs | Volume: 0,56 m³/20 cu ft
Measurements

Collection: Inspired by the sleek racing boats of the America´s Cup, SeaX stands for elegance and modernity. From
the streamlined sophistication of the folding chairs to the understated innovation of the dining tables, the collection
perfectly reflects designer Jean-Marie Massaud´s meticulous attention to detail and thoughtful approach to materials,
textures and colors.
Coffee table: With its elegant, streamlined base and low, circular top, the SeaX coffee table is the perfect complement
not only to the SeaX lounge chair, but to the DEAN lounge chair as well.
Frame: Base consists of powder-coated aluminum profiles with powder-coated, die -cast aluminum legs. Tabletop
consists of self-supporting mineral-composite slab.
Characteristics: Streamlined, sophisticated, elegant, effortless, modern, minimalist
Options: Also available with a premium teak table top
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth, warm water and, if needed, a gentle cleanser.

Tabletops

Frame Colors

+
204
white

+
000
white

203
ebony

Additional Items

Special Features

Cover

The furniture is fitted with
sliding mechanisms for height
adjustment.

+
329
black

203
ebony

317
black pepper

Set: 701036204

56700036000

Set: 702036203
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Set: 707036203

SEAX

Coffee table ø110 cm
Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 70 × 036 | Weight 23 kg /51 lbs | Volume: 0,56 m³/20 cu ft
Measurements

Collection: Inspired by the sleek racing boats of the America´s Cup, SEAX stands for elegance and modernity. From
the streamlined sophistication of the folding chairs to the understated innovation of the dining tables, the collection
perfectly reflects designer Jean-Marie Massaud´s meticulous attention to detail and thoughtful approach to materials,
textures and colors.
Coffee table: With its elegant, streamlined base and low, circular top, the SEAX coffee table is the perfect complement
not only to the SEAX lounge chair, but to the DEAN lounge chair as well.
Frame: Base consists of powder-coated aluminum profiles with powder-coated, die -cast aluminum legs. Tabletop
consists of premium teak. Sealant between teak slats, same as that widely used on yacht decks, is designed to expand
and contract with teak´s natural movement.
Characteristics: Streamlined, sophisticated, elegant, effortless, modern, minimalist
Options: Also available with a mineral- composite table top
Frame maintenance: Clean base with a soft cloth, warm water and, if needed, a gentle cleanser. Wash tabletop with
warm water in which natural soap flakes have been dissolved or using our Teak Cleaner. We recommend allowing your
teak furniture to weather naturally, simply cleaning it as required.
Tabletops

+
205
teak

Frame Colors

+
000
white

205
teak

Additional Items

+
329
black

205
teak

317
black pepper

Set: 701036205

Cover

56700036000

Set: 702036205
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Special Features

Set: 707036205

The furniture is fitted with
sliding mechanisms for height
adjustment.

